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LAST month, Penny the Penguin decided to implement
a packet filtering firewall based on a Linux system.

She identified an appropriate machine to put into service as
her firewall and began to plan what she wanted her network
to be able to do. This month, we will look at the range of
packet filtering technologies available to her, select an
appropriate technology, and begin to consider how she can
implement this technology.

Most major Linux distributions come with some sort of
packet filtering already available. For instance, SuSE has its
“personal firewall.” Although in real life Penny would
probably be better served by using the tools that came with
her distribution, I will proceed just as I did last month and
sacrifice authenticity for the sake of an interesting article.
Therefore, although there are products that provide easy
front-ends to iptables and other filtering techniques, we will
concentrate on understanding the problem and solving the
problem using low-level tools. Next month, I will show how
Penny can create such a solution from scratch.

IP FILTERING: WHAT IS IT?

IP filtering can be thought of as a process whereby IP
packets enter the system, have some sort of transformation
(possibly a null transformation) applied to them, and based
on the results of that transformation, are either passed on to
their destination or rejected. IP filter mechanisms are com-
monly used to restrict access to certain ports so that only
hosts from specified IP addresses can connect to those services.
IP filters are also used to tunnel ports so that a connection to
a port on one host, for example, port 2222, actually results in
a connection to port 22 on a different host. Additionally, you
can use IP filters to masquerade addresses so that, for

instance, all private (RFC 1918 non-routable) addresses
behind a certain host connect to the outside world and appear,
to the outside world, to be the host behind which they are
masquerading. (The rest of the world calls this Network
Address Translation [NAT]. In this context “masquerading”
is a Linux-specific term.)

Broadly, packet filtering can be categorized into one of three
activities: keeping the outside from leaking in, keeping the
inside from leaking out, and performing selected manipulations
to expose the inside to the outside in certain circumstances.

In Penny’s case, she wants to keep the outside from get-
ting in, and she wants to masquerade her private network so
all traffic appears to come from her public interface.
However, she does not care about stopping internal traffic
from leaking outside: The presumption will be, if something
was sent to the outside that is where it meant to go. Note that
this rule could easily change if she were paying by the packet
for bandwidth; in that case, if nothing else, she would
probably want to build a transparent Web proxy so that
frequently-accessed external content would be cached
locally after the first time it was fetched (this could also
easily be used to block access to certain sites; perhaps she
does not want her employees downloading pictures of
naked walruses at work or constantly checking the state of
the Vostok Stock Market).

A BRIEF HISTORY OF IP FILTERING ON LINUX

In Linux’s lifetime, there have been at least three differ-
ent technologies used to perform IP filtering. Before and up
through kernel version 2.0, ipfwadm was the interface you
used to control this. ipfwadm is used to set up, maintain and
inspect the IP firewall and accounting rules in the Linux
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kernel. It was borrowed from BSD’s
“ipfw” service. Then, with kernel 2.2,
“ipchains” became the preferred tech-
nique. Linux ipchains is a rewrite of the
Linux IPv4 firewalling code. It is required
to administer the IP packet filters in Linux
kernel version 2.1.102 and above. In a kernel
2.4 world, “iptables” is the most modern
solution to the packet filtering problem.
iptables are the framework inside the
Linux 2.4.x kernel that enable packet fil-
tering, network address translation and
other packet mangling. It is the re-designed
and heavily improved successor to the
previous 2.2.x ipchains and 2.0.x ipfwadm
systems. iptables is a generic table struc-
ture for the definition of rulesets. Each rule
within an IP table consists of a number of
classifiers (matches) and one connected
action (target).

Of the three, I have found ipchains to
be the easiest to use. However, all modern
distributions are now solidly Linux 2.4
based; although the kernel architecture
still supports ipchains, ipfilter is quite
clearly the way to go if, like Penny, you
are starting from scratch.

If you have used ipchains, ipfilter will
look very familiar. The user interface is
almost identical, and the biggest differ-
ence for the administrator between
ipchains and ipfilter is that with ipfilter,
packets to be forwarded no longer go
through the INPUT chain first. Under
ipchains, any service, such as NAT map-
ping or port remapping, which was
applied to a forwarded packet, would
never occur unless the INPUT chain
accepted the packet. This is no longer the
case, which means that copying your old
rules directly over to an ipfilter framework
may leave you with more permissive rules
than you really intended.

PENNY’S NETWORK
ARCHITECTURE

Last month, we saw that Penny had a
firewall with a server, a desktop, and a
laptop sitting behind it. This month, we
see the same picture, but as shown in
Figure 1, we note that Penny has chosen
IP addresses for her internal machines.
The router is still at 10.23.46.62, which is
the IP address she was assigned by her
ISP. Her firewall’s external interface is at
10.23.46.57, which is the first IP address
in the range given to her by her ISP. The

router and firewall are connected to each
other either via a hub on which they are
the only two machines, or more economi-
cally, by an Ethernet crossover cable. This
is simply the Ethernet equivalent of a null
modem: The transmit pin on one machine
is connected to the receive pin on the
other, and vice versa. Penny’s DSL router
probably came with one; if not, you can
easily buy or make one.

Internally, she will use the 192.168 reserved
network from RFC 1918. This network gives
her 65,534 hosts to play with, which is more
than she ever expects to have in a single place.
However, most people, including Penny,
choose to divide it up into 256 Class C address
ranges. She only has four hosts on the network
and chooses to use 192.168.1/24 first: Her
firewall’s internal interface will get the first IP
address at 192.168.1.1, her server becomes
192.168.1.2, her desktop 192.168.1.3, and her
laptop 192.168.1.4. Although these are static
addresses, she will choose to assign both the
desktop and laptop’s addresses via DHCP. I
will examine this in a future article.

PENNY’S RULE SET

Based on last month’s article, we can come
up with a list of criteria for which traffic to
accept. First, we look at traffic actually going
to the firewall. Port 22 (SSH) access will be
allowed from anywhere. Port 53 (DNS) access
will also be open. The reason for this is not yet
clear, but I will explain it in a future article.
For now, take it on faith that the easiest way to
provide split-horizon DNS is to run a DNS

server on or outside the firewall for use by the
outside world, and a wholly separate server
for internal hosts. All other services will be
accepted from the 192.168.1/24 side and
rejected from any other address.

However, traffic destined for any of ports
25 (SMTP), 80 (HTTP), 443 (HTTPS), 990
(POP3S), or 993 (IMAPS) will be forwarded
to the corresponding port on the server
machine (192.168.1.2) rather than terminat-
ing on the firewall itself.

Finally, any traffic coming from
192.168.1/24 and going anywhere other
than another host in 192.168.1/24 should be
masqueraded so that it appears to have
come from 10.23.46.57.

These guidelines should be sufficient to
allow Penny’s firewall to perform its func-
tion by restricting access from the outside to
everything but approved services, while not
causing an inconvenience for users of the
server, the desktop or the laptop. They are
summarized in the table shown in Figure 2.

GETTING READY FOR IPTABLES

Before she can implement this plan,
Penny needs to be sure that her machine is
equipped to do iptables-based filtering.

In Part I, we left her with a bare machine
that was going to become her firewall. In
the interim, let’s assume she has installed a
distribution on it; although my personal
choice right now is SuSE’s “Professional”
distribution. (I am currently using Version
7.3 and am awaiting the arrival of 8.0.) If
Penny really wants to minimize her capital
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expenditure, and she has a decent network
connection (which she does), Debian Linux
becomes the obvious choice if she is willing
— as she is — to support herself. If Penny
were less technically self-confident, she
might choose SuSE, Red Hat or another
commercial vendor that offered a support
contract that fit her needs.

USERLAND APPLICATIONS
NEEDED

In any event, we will assume that her
installation of whichever Linux she chose
went smoothly. Penny needs to make sure
that the user-mode application “iptables” is
installed. It should have been installed with
her distribution, but if it was not, it is available
at http://netfilter.samba.org.

KERNEL MODULES NEEDED

Next, she should ensure that her kernel
was built with the appropriate kernel mod-
ules in place, and if not, rebuild her kernel
with them turned on. She can do this by
using the CONFIG_PACKET and CON-
FIG_NETFILTER options. She can also
use the CONFIG_IP_NF_ options.

There are numerous CONFIG_IP_NF_
options. Unless disk space is extremely tight,
I would recommend that you should build
them all — even the ones you have no imme-
diate use for — as modules (e.g., CON-
FIG_IP_NF_MATCH_TTL=m). Although
you could edit the file /usr/src/linux/.config
directly, it is easiest to run “make menucon-
fig” or “make xconfig” in /usr/src/linux in
order to set these options with a friendlier
interface. Remember, these will take up no
system memory unless they are loaded into
the running kernel. Thus, the only thing you
lose by having them available on the system
is the amount of disk space they take up,
which is small (266KB in the default SuSE
7.3 installation). The default kernel that came
with your distribution may also have already
built these. Check /lib/modules/
kernel-level/net/ipv4/netfilter to see whether
they are already present. If so, there is no
need to rebuild the kernel or compile new
modules for it.

Most of these modules do things you will
never need; for example, few people actually
want to limit IP connections based on the
MAC address of the connecting host
(Although there are certainly scenarios
where this would be useful; imagine a

front-end mail processor filtering spam, and
only passing messages deemed not to be
spam to the secondary MTA whose job it
was to actually deliver the mail. That sec-
ondary MTA could very well have a rule
saying “throw away any port 25 connections
that do not come from the Ethernet card
[which has a unique MAC address] in the
spam filter machine”). Nevertheless, it will
decrease your frustration if you simply have
the whole set available to use rather than
having to build kernel modules repeatedly
until you get the minimal necessary set.

This does violate the “never install any-
thing you will not use” principle. Further, I
suppose if I were sufficiently devious, I
could think of an avenue of vulnerability
that revolved around gaining access to
someone’s machine and then adding new
types of filtering that would allow traffic
that had previously been denied (although
modifying existing firewall rules is certainly
a much easier way to create a back door).
Ultimately, this comes down to a policy
decision: If you are being very paranoid
about security, and if you really understand
the netfilter architecture, then you should
compile only those modules necessary for
the firewall to do its job. If I were design-
ing a network under normal circumstances,
this would fall into the “too much trouble
to justify the minimal additional risk
reduction” category; however, your
mileage may vary.

BACKGROUND FOR PREPARING
THE SCRIPTS

You will find a thorough discussion of how
IP tables work at Oskar Andreasson’s iptables
tutorial: http://people.unix-fu.org/andreasson
/iptables-tutorial/iptables-tutorial.html.

However, please note that this document
is more than 800KB. I will summarize the
relevant pieces in Part III of this series.

A word to the wise: In Part III, Penny will
be constructing her actual firewall rules
using the rc.firewall.txt script provided by
Oskar as a base guideline. It is not a trivial
document, so you might want to get a head
start by going to the tutorial and examining
how the script works.

CONCLUSION

This month, I have provided a glimpse of
the ways that Linux can be used as a packet
filtering firewall. We have reviewed Penny’s
network installation, assigned internal IP
addresses, and determined which ports she
needs to allow traffic to pass through and
where she needs to redirect traffic. Now she
has a machine installed with all the appro-
priate tools to build an iptables-based
firewall. Next month, we will examine the
document that will be used as a base for her
actual firewall scripts. Additionally, I will
demonstrate how we can translate
Penny’s desires into a running script to
enable networking.  
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FIGURE 2: TRAFFIC GUIDELINES 


